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Academic Achievements



Skills of the Future 



OC Teaching Revolution
• At the heart of the framework is LIFELONG LEARNERS.  

• We provide a CLASSROOM LEARNING ENIVORNMENT 
(C.L.E) that is student centred, which provides opportunities 
for collaboration and supports students to develop their 
self-regulation skills. 

• We provide our students with ACADEMIC RIGOUR (A.R.) to 
develop deep content knowledge, high ordering thinking 
skills and opportunities to become skilful communicators. 

• We provide RELEVANT tasks, so students have the capacity 
to transfer their skills and knowledge into the real world.

• Overarching the framework is PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE 
that recognises that our teachers need opportunities to 
develop a deep understanding of their subject area, 
knowledge of how students learn, and a range of strategies 
and practices that supports student learning in the 21st

Century. 



X Reality 

VR

AR

MR

Virtual reality (VR) immerses users in a fully 
artificial environment.

Augmented reality (AR) overlays virtual 
objects on the real-world environment.

Mixed reality (MR) not just overlays but 
anchors virtual objects to the real world.



Merge Cube 

AR

MR

VR



Merge Cube Mr Body App 



Merge Cube Explorer App 



Merge Cube Dig App



Merge Cube Dig App



Literature as a hook for making activities



Literature as a hook for making activities

Task: Create in Minecraft your own 13 Story Treehouse. 



Merge Cube Dig App 



Merge Cube Object Viewer



Merge Cube Object Viewer



Merge Cube Object Viewer





Exporting from Minecraft
https://bit.ly/2uZWxY4

https://sway.office.com/EcKQMO4rHatuv0Ms?ref=Link


Revolution Wheel- Real World Problem 

Solvers and Innovators 

Task: Year 9 STEM students reconceptualise spaces for science classes of 
the future. In groups, they prototype their designs and then pitch their 
ideas to the Headmaster. 



Jig Workshop

MR





Jig Workshop

https://sway.office.com/OCKDj8uK7RGbLeYr

https://sway.office.com/OCKDj8uK7RGbLeYr


Oculus Go 

VR



Oculus Go 



Oculus Go- Oral Presentations 



Oculus Go 



Oculus Go- lived experiences 

Task: 

Fear Factor List

The Circle of Death, the Ghost Train, the Manic Roller Coaster 
ride - what do all these have in common?

They all play on our desire to feel fear and excitement. So try 
this. Remember the last time you went on one of these rides? 
Or felt really, truly afraid? What was your body doing?

Team up with two other people and make a list:

• sweaty palms
• high pitched voice
• panting for breath
• shaking knees
• relief



Oculus Go- lived experiences 



Oculus Go- lived experiences 

Did the virtual experience help with writing your 
sizzling start? Please justify your answer.

• Yes, because we could see, feel and imagine being 
there easier which gave us a little push to add 
some more descriptive language.

• Yes, because it was like I was actually there, so it 
helped with my descriptive words.

• Yes, it did because I explained everything really 
clearly as the tracks made noises and would slow 
down like normal rides.



Virtual Reality Cospaces

Lion and the Mouse

https://edu.cospaces.io/Universe/Space/3WNS71iJ5wlQIHf3I0KCIR


Creating Virtual Content



Linking to Coding 



Linking to Coding 



Revolution Wheel-Skilful Communication

Task: Year 4 students write a fable for their peers and then transform their narrative to a multimodal 
presentation using green screen technology. 



Virtual Reality VIVE  

VR



VIVE Tilt Brush 



VIVE Tilt Brush 



VIVE Tilt Brush 



Virtual Reality- Storytelling



Revolution Wheel- Collaborators 

Task: Year 8 History students analyse the design of castles and then work collaboratively to build a model in the 
virtual world of Minecraft. Students take turns during the construction phase, and then the group leaders 
collaborate with their class to ensure the completed structure embodies the ideas from the whole class. 



Revolution Wheel- Digital Creators 

Task: Year 12 Biology students use virtual reality in their extended experimental investigation to gain a greater 
understanding about the correlation between gender, heart rate and blood pressure in stressful situations. 



HoloLens

MR



HoloLens- Human Body



HoloLens-Lifeliqe



HoloLens- Virtual Art Gallery



Revolution Wheel- Skilful Communicators 

Task: Year 8 Science students study the human body. They design multimodal 
presentations using mixed and augmented reality to raise awareness of organ 
donations in the community. 



Future Technology- HoloLens



Future Technology- HoloLens



Redefining Learning Spaces 









Skilful Communicators  



Self-regulators 



Collaborators 



Knowledge Constructors 



Real World Problem Solvers and Innovators  



Digital Creators 



Digital Creators 



Digital Creators 



Heart of the College 
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